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Key Points.

◦ The slow solar wind is formed via magnetic

reconnection along the S-web

◦ Periodic density structures are formed in

the solar atmosphere

◦ High resolution composition data constrain

models of slow solar wind formation and

release

While the source of the fast solar wind is5

known to be coronal holes, the source of the6

slow solar wind has remained a mystery. Long7

timescale trends in the composition and charge8

states show strong correlations between solar9

wind velocity and plasma parameters, yet these10

correlations have proved ineffective in deter-11

mining the slow wind source. We take advan-12

tage of new high time resolution (12 min) mea-13

surements of solar wind composition and charge-14

state abundances at L1 and previously iden-15

tified 90-minute quasi-periodic structures to16

probe the fundamental timescales of slow wind17

variability. The combination of new high tem-18

poral resolution composition measurements19

and the clearly identified boundaries of the pe-20
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riodic structures allows us to utilize these dis-21

tinct solar wind parcels as tracers of slow wind22

origin and acceleration. We find that each 90-23

minute (2000 Mm) parcel of slow wind has near-24

constant speed, yet exhibits repeatable, sys-25

tematic charge state and composition varia-26

tions that span the entire range of statistically27

determined slow solar wind values. The clas-28

sic composition-velocity correlations do not29

hold on short, ∼hour long, time scales. Fur-30

thermore, the data demonstrate that these struc-31

tures were created by magnetic reconnection.32

Our results impose severe new constraints on33

slow solar wind origin, and provide new, com-34

pelling evidence that the slow wind results from35

the sporadic release of closed-field plasma via36

magnetic reconnection at the boundary be-37

tween open and closed flux in the Sun’s at-38

mosphere.39
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1. Introduction

The solar wind has historically been divided into ‘fast’ (> 500 km/s) and ‘slow’ (< 50040

km/s) components, based on the bulk speed of the ambient plasma. The fast solar wind41

is known to emanate from the interiors of coronal holes, but there is active debate over42

whether the slow wind originates from open field lines at the edge of the coronal holes or43

from closed field lines somewhere within the closed field, streamer belt, regions [Antiochos44

et al., 2011; Zhao and Fisk , 2011; Wang et al., 2012]. A distinguishing characteristic of45

the slow solar wind is the high variability of the plasma parameters, such as magnetic46

field, velocity, density, composition, and charge state [Buergi and Geiss , 1986; McComas47

et al., 1998a; Zurbuchen et al., 1998; Zurbuchen, 2002; Fisk et al., 2003; Gloeckler et al.,48

2003]. Due to the observed rigid rotation of coronal holes, magnetic reconnection between49

open and closed magnetic fields (known as interchange reconnection) must be occurring50

at the boundary of coronal holes[Wang et al., 1988; Nash et al., 1988; Wang and Sheeley ,51

1993; Lionello et al., 2005], and there is substantial evidence of in situ variability created52

by interchange reconnection [Crooker et al., 1996; Zurbuchen et al., 1998; Zhao and Fisk ,53

2011; Owens et al., 2013]. Yet a full understanding of the slow wind source has remained54

elusive.55

Understanding either type of wind requires knowledge of both the source of the plasma56

(i.e., magnetically open coronal holes or closed streamer belts) and the process that accel-57

erates this plasma to supersonic speeds. Important clues to the origin and acceleration of58

the solar wind are contained in the observed relationships between solar wind velocity and59

charge state and composition. Solar wind charge state ratios (e.g., O7+/O6+ or C6+/C5+),60
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which are a proxy for the electron temperature, Te, in the solar corona, and solar wind61

elemental composition abundances, related to processes in the source region, are believed62

to be set before or early in the solar wind release and acceleration process. As the corona63

expands and collision rates drop, these properties are then “frozen in” to the solar wind64

plasma and, unlike the solar wind velocity, do not evolve as the solar wind advects to65

1 AU [Zhao and Fisk , 2011]. Solar wind composition measurements at 1 AU therefore66

maintain imprints of the conditions under which the solar wind formed, and as a result67

these properties can be used as tracers of solar wind source and acceleration. For exam-68

ple, several studies have demonstrated that the AHe = He/H abundance ratio is not only69

proportional to the solar wind speed (for example, Ogilvie and Burlaga [1974] Aellig et al.70

[2001]), but remarkably linear up to ∼ 550 km/s, especially during solar minimum [Kasper71

et al., 2007]. 12-hour Ulysses SWICS composition data have revealed that the O7+/O6+
72

ratio is also well correlated with the measured solar wind speed [Gloeckler et al., 2003],73

while a similar relationship is found using the C6+/C5+ charge state ratio [von Steiger ,74

2008]. In fact, since stream interactions can modify the speed as the wind expands far75

from the sun, obscuring the original speed after acceleration, such studies have concluded76

that charge state ratios and elemental abundance ratios can be used to determine solar77

wind source and acceleration much more precisely than the wind speed itself.78

These robust statistical results of long-term variability have been used successfully to79

constrain theories of fast solar wind origin and acceleration. As demonstrated definitively80

by Ulysses [McComas et al., 2008], there is clear evidence that the fast wind source81

at the Sun is the open flux of long-lived (> 1 day) coronal holes. The acceleration82
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mechanism, however, is still not understood in detail. Two general mechanisms have been83

proposed for heating and acceleration in coronal holes: wave/turbulence [Cranmer et al.,84

2007; Velli , 1993; Hollweg and Isenberg , 2002] and interchange reconnection between open85

fields and small closed flux regions embedded within the hole (e.g., [Parker , 1992; Axford86

and McKenzie, 1992]). Note that even with the reconnection mechanism, waves play a87

central role, because most of the energy released is believed to propagate away from the88

reconnecting site in the form of Alfven waves [Fisk , 2003]. Although many important89

questions are still unanswered, a broad consensus has developed on the general features90

of fast wind origin and acceleration.91

The origin of the variable slow wind, on the other hand, is far from understood, al-92

though several clear trends are recognized. Observations strongly suggest that its source93

at the Sun is somehow associated with the coronal closed field regions known as the94

streamer belts. The heliospheric current sheet (HCS), which maps down to the streamer95

belt boundary at the Sun and marks the polarity interface between inward and outward96

magnetic field, is always embedded in the slow wind, never the fast [Burlaga and Ness ,97

2012]. Furthermore, the average elemental abundances of the slow wind are similar to the98

abundances of the closed field corona, which are clearly different than the abundances of99

the photosphere or of the fast wind [Geiss et al., 1995a]. Finally, the inferred freeze-in100

temperature of the slow wind source is substantially higher than that of the fast wind,101

and is more compatible with the higher temperatures of the closed corona than of coronal102

holes [Geiss et al., 1995a].103
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Given these associations, three general models have been proposed for the slow wind104

origin: expansion factor, interchange, and S-Web. The expansion factor model postulates105

that the slow wind origin is physically identical to the fast wind, except that the heating106

and acceleration occur on open flux tubes near the open-closed boundary, rather than107

in the coronal hole [Withbroe, 1988; Wang et al., 1996]. Boundary flux tubes generally108

expand much faster than flux tubes in the central regions of a coronal hole, undergoing109

so-called super-radial expansion. Under this condition, even a steady Alfvén wave flux110

input can result in a solar wind that is slow and have charge states substantially different111

than in flux tubes with radial expansion [Cranmer et al., 2007]. Although this has yet to112

be demonstrated quantitatively, the long-term average elemental abundances of the slow113

wind may also be explained by the effects of flux tube geometry [Cranmer et al., 2007].114

The interchange model, which operates on closed flux tubes, is in many ways the com-115

plete opposite of the expansion factor model. This model postulates that the slow wind116

source is within the closed corona. Open flux diffuses throughout the seemingly closed117

field region as a result of continuous interchange reconnection, which also results in the118

release of closed field plasma into the heliosphere [Fisk et al., 1998; Schwadron et al.,119

1999]. This model naturally explains the difference in abundances and charge state be-120

tween fast and slow wind, because the properties of the resultant wind are proportional121

to loop length: smaller and cooler loops lead to fast wind, while larger, hotter loops lead122

to slow wind [Zurbuchen et al., 1998; Fisk , 2003]. Furthermore, the model is inherently123

dynamic, which can account for the observed slow wind variability, and the interchange124

reconnection that is the defining feature of the model may play an important role in heat-125
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ing and accelerating the plasma after it has been released onto open field lines [Fisk et al.,126

2003; Fisk , 2003]. It remains to be demonstrated, however, that the postulated open field127

diffusion actually occurs on the real Sun [Edmondson et al., 2010].128

The S-Web model [Antiochos et al., 2011], which is based on the classic streamer top129

models [Suess et al., 1996; Endeve et al., 2004; Rappazzo et al., 2005], can be thought130

of as intermediate to the other two. This model is also inherently dynamic and invokes131

the release of closed field plasma onto open field lines, but only in a limited region about132

the open-closed boundary. The underlying hypothesis is that the open-closed boundary is133

dynamic, with closed flux opening up and open flux closing down as a result of instabilities134

or direct driving by the photosphere [Antiochos et al., 2011]. In addition to field line135

opening and closing, there is likely to be continuous interchange reconnection between136

the open and closed field lines. An essential feature of the model is that as a result of the137

observed distributions of magnetic flux at the photosphere, the open-closed boundary in138

the corona must have extreme complexity, which results in the release of closed plasma139

over a dense web of separatrices and quasi separatrices in the heliosphere, the so-called140

S-Web [Antiochos et al., 2011]. The topological complexity of the S-web is essential in141

order to reconcile the model with the observations that slow wind often has large angular142

extent [Crooker et al., 2004]. The acceleration process for the wind is similar to that of143

the interchange model in that it is due to the energy released by reconnection. A key144

difference between the two models, however, is that in the S-Web the reconnection can145

occur between closed flux resulting in the release of a plasmoids into the heliosphere, or146

between open flux, resulting in the generation of disconnected flux [Crooker et al., 2002].147
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Although the three models above invoke different origins for the slow wind, the obser-148

vations to date have proven to be inadequate for determining the validity of these models.149

All three models can readily account for the slowness of the wind, and the location of the150

source region is not as easily testable as the association between distinct coronal holes and151

fast wind. In part this is also due to the complex magnetic topology of the streamer belt152

and closed field lines compared to coronal hole field lines. While the models all invoke a153

source region near the open-closed boundary, tracing plasma measured in situ at 1 AU154

back to the corona inevitably contains large uncertainties, especially in regions where coro-155

nal currents create departures from the predictions of simple force-free potential models156

[MacNeice et al., 2011]. It appears, therefore, that the most effective tests of the models157

would be comparison with the charge state and elemental composition data. However,158

these have also proved inconclusive, in part because the comparisons have focused on159

the long-time-scale trends in these data, largely due to lack of counting statistics. These160

results average out much of the intrinsic dynamics of the slow wind source; consequently,161

the data cannot distinguish between quasi-steady models such as the expansion factor162

and fully dynamic ones such as the interchange, or yield significant constraints as to the163

nature of the slow wind dynamics.164

In order to make progress on identifying the source and acceleration mechanism of the165

slow wind, we must move beyond long term averages and determine the fundamental time166

scales for the charge state and elemental composition variability. There is strong evidence167

of an∼ 90 minute fundamental time scale using SECCHI and in situ plasma measurements168

[Viall et al., 2009a; Viall and Vourlidas , 2015], but these studies have lacked the needed169
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elemental composition data to make definitive conclusions. We take advantage of a new170

data set of high time resolution (12-min) measurements of the charge-state abundances171

recently produced by the ACE SWICS science team for specified intervals [Shearer et al.,172

2014]. We use these new data to study an interval of slow solar wind containing quasi-173

periodic structures in the number density. These periodic density structures (PDSs) were174

previously studied from a perspective of magnetospheric oscillations [Kepko and Spence,175

2003], but now we focus on the high-resolution elemental composition properties of the176

wind. The combination of high temporal resolution composition measurements and the177

clearly identified boundaries of the periodic structures allow us to probe the elemental178

structure and dynamics of the slow solar wind. We show below that our results at this179

comparatively high time resolution place new and critical constraints on the possible180

source and acceleration mechanism for the slow wind. In particular, the data argue181

strongly for magnetic reconnection as the underlying process driving the dynamics.182

2. Plasma Variability

The periodic density structures under study were observed from ∼ 11-22 UT on June183

15, 1999, by both the ACE and Wind spacecraft, located near L1 at (231, 34, -14) and184

(205, -21, -8) RE (Earth Radius) GSE (geocentric solar ecliptic), respectively. Plasma and185

composition data from ACE SWEPAM [McComas et al., 1998b] and SWICS [Gloeckler186

et al., 1998] and Wind 3DP [Lin et al., 1995] and SWE [Ogilvie et al., 1995] are shown in187

Figure 1. The proton (Figure 1d) and He (Figure 1e) number density measurements from188

both spacecraft provide on overview of the characteristic features of the periodic struc-189

tures, and indicate the level of agreement between three independent plasma instruments190
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on two spacecraft. Each ∼ 90 minute PDS is identified with the labels I-V, while the191

boundaries, corresponding to local minima of the large-scale (∼ 90 minute) solar wind192

number density structures, are marked with vertical lines. The solar wind proton number193

density increased for each density structure by up to a factor of ∼ 3, peaking in the mid-194

point of each structure, then returned to the background level. The He data also exhibit195

repeated, cyclic, behavior on the same ∼90-minute time scale, rising approximately lin-196

early at the start of each PDS, then rapidly decrease to the background value in the latter197

half of the event. Note that the He peak and rapid decrease occur after the midpoint of198

each density structure. The data from both the Wind and ACE spacecraft exhibit strong199

similarity, and confirm that these are azimuthally coherent structures at the separation200

scale of the spacecraft (∼ 55 RE = 350 Mm). As shown by Kepko and Spence [2003],201

these PDSs directly drove magnetospheric pulsations ∼ 1 hour later, after convecting to202

Earth. These periodic structures are not waves or oscillations. Instead, they are recurrent203

enhancements in the number density, in quasi pressure balance with the magnetic field,204

entrained in the solar wind. The solar wind velocity remained relatively constant for each205

periodic density structure, with the exception of a 50 km/s increase in the middle of event206

I, and a small jump at the boundary of PDS II and III (Figure 1b).207

The Carbon and Oxygen elemental abundances and the C6+/C5+ charge-state ratios and208

associated errors measured by ACE SWICS are shown in Figure 1f and 1g, respectively,209

at 12-minute resolution. While the C/O ratio remained relatively constant at ∼ 0.7, the210

C and O densities varied significantly, but in a repeatable manner. For all five PDSs the211

abundances show a consistent pattern of peaking in the middle of the structure, followed212
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by a rapid decrease before the start of the next event, with minima occurring at the PDS213

boundaries. The C6+/C5+ ratio for PDS IV, that occurred between 16 and 20 UT, shows214

a linear decrease during the 4 hours of the event, from an effective Te of 1.6 to 1.1 MK.215

Event V shows a similar slow decrease. The previous events II and III are suggestive of this216

behavior as well, although the data are noisy. Even though the C and O measurements are217

at lower time resolution than the proton and He measurements, and with larger variability,218

the fact that they track the higher resolution He measurements which were obtained from219

two independent spacecraft with three different instruments lends support to our claim220

that charge state and ion abundance also varied within these periodic structures.221

3. Discussion

The periodic density structures shown in Figure 1 exhibited a repeatable signature in222

plasma composition that clearly distinguishes them from random variability. Each struc-223

ture began as ‘normal’ slow solar wind, with low speed and low He, C, and O abundances.224

The proton density then increased by up to a factor of 3, reaching the maximum near225

the midpoint of the structure. The He, C, and O abundances also rose during each226

event, generally peaking in the latter part of the structure. While the proton number227

density throughout the structure is consistent with values expected for the slow solar228

wind, the abundances of the heavier elements rose to values typically associated with the229

fast wind. For PDS II-V, the C6+/C5+ charge state ratio begins with a high, slow wind230

value (corresponding to high coronal Te) but ends with a lower, typically fast wind value231

(corresponding to low Te). At the end of each PDS, the solar wind returns to a ‘normal’232

slow solar wind state to begin the cycle anew. These clearly defined, repeating compo-233
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sitional structures argue strongly for an imprinted coronal source rather than in-transit234

turbulence as the cause. The key point is that, although the train of structures began235

with a modest jump (50 km/s) in velocity, the wind speed remained relatively constant at236

∼ 320±20 km/s throughout the entire event. While the slow solar wind density is known237

to be highly variable, it is the systematic, repeatable behavior of the solar wind plasma238

composition during this event, without a concomitant change in speed, that provides a239

critical new constraint on solar wind origin and acceleration.240

3.1. Comparison to Previous Studies

As discussed in the introduction, numerous studies have established definitive statistical

correlations between solar wind composition and charge state and wind speed on long time

scales. Our results, however, prove that these correlations do not hold on timescales less

than a few hours. For example, Kasper et al. [2007] studied 27-day averages of V and the

He/H ratio, AHe, during solar minimum and found a linear correlation,

AHe(V ) = G(V − V0), (1)

where the constants G = 1.63×10−2 km/s and V0 = 259 km/s were determined empirically.241

Figure 2a shows a comparison of the observed AHe for the event presented here with the242

statistical results of Kasper et al. [2007]. The He abundance ratio is color-coded to each243

periodic density structure. Each structure exhibits the full range of Helium abundance244

ratios observed in the ambient solar wind by Kasper et al. [2007], but without a change in245

solar wind speed, and does so with a repeatable, systematic pattern. Following Equation246

1, the measured AHe ratios imply a range of solar wind velocities of ∼ 300 − 550 km/s,247

even though the solar wind speed was consistently slow at ∼ 320 km/s. Note also that248
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the position of the 11-hour average of AHe and V , indicated with a black circle, is quite249

close to the 27-day average values and the empirical correlation given by Equation 1,250

confirming that this is a typical parcel of solar wind, at least in an average sense, and251

consistent with the large scale, empirical results. Critically, the variation is not random,252

but varies systematically during each PDS.253

A similar statistical correlation exists between the charge states of solar wind ions and254

wind speed. Geiss et al. [1995b], using daily averaged Ulysses SWICS data, demonstrated255

that the coronal temperature, Te, determined from measured C6+/C5+ ratios, varies in-256

versely as a function of solar wind speed. Cooler coronal plasma (and higher AHe) is257

linked to higher solar wind speed, while hotter coronal plasma (and lower AHe) is linked258

to slower solar wind. The coronal temperatures inferred from the C6+/C5+ ratios mea-259

sured between 11 and 22 UT for the event presented here are plotted in Figure 2b versus260

the measured nHe. Compositionally ‘fast’ wind resides in the upper left of the plot, while261

compositionally ‘slow’ wind resides in the bottom right. Yet this full range of composi-262

tionally ‘fast’ and ‘slow’ wind occurred with little change in the solar wind velocity. We263

also note that extrapolating the Geiss et al. [1995b] relationship between Te and solar264

wind velocity would imply a solar wind speed of ∼ 350− 600 km/s if the correlation held,265

similar to the velocity range predicted by the Kasper et al. [2007] formula.266

It is important to note that the type of periodic 90-minute structures presented here are267

not isolated phenomena, but are ubiquitous features of the slow solar wind. In addition to268

numerous event studies (e.g., Kepko et al. [2002]; Kepko and Spence [2003]; Villante et al.269

[2007], Viall et al. [2009b] showed through a thorough analysis of 11 years of solar wind270
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data that periodic structures, ranging in size from 70-900 Mm (5 minutes to several hours271

in Earth’s frame), are prevalent in the solar wind, occurring in up to 80% of slow solar272

wind intervals. Intriguingly, recent observations from STEREO HI1 and COR2 showed273

90-minute structures flowing away from the Sun beginning near 2.5 solar radii [Viall and274

Vourlidas , 2015], a compelling indicator of a solar source for these structures. Viall et al.275

[2009a] using in situ data demonstrated that He and protons were anti-correlated during a276

train of 30-minute PDSs, also consistent with a solar source. Now with the high resolution277

composition measurements presented here, particularly of C and O, and the C6+/C5+
278

charge state ratios, we can rule out any in-transit development of these structures, and279

demonstrate conclusively for the first time that the periodic density structures are formed280

in the solar atmosphere.281

3.2. Magnetic Field Variability

In addition to the plasma variability, the magnetic variations during the periodic density282

structures provide critical constraints on their origin. The magnetic connectivity to the283

Sun can be determined by examining the field-aligned component of electrons, the so-284

called strahl, shown in Figure 1a. Elevated electron flux at angles of 0◦ (aligned with285

the magnetic field) and 180◦ (anti-aligned) indicate one end of the magnetic field line286

remains connected to the Sun, while flux at both angles indicate both ends of the field287

line are connected. A disappearance of this strahl is evidence of a magnetic disconnection288

event, where the local magnetic field is no longer connected to the Sun. Evidence for all289

three types of connectivity are evident throughout the interval. Two clear disconnection290

events are indicated in Figure 1 (black bars at top), both located at the boundaries of the291
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density structures, while a third, brief, disconnection occurred near the beginning of the292

PDS train.293

Using these data we can determine a qualitative picture of the magnetic topology of294

the entire interval. PDS II, from ∼1245-1415 UT, shows clear signatures of a magnetic295

flux rope. The smooth rotation of the Bn component from positive to negative, the small296

radial component Br, and a strong azimuthal field, Bt, with an increase in total field at297

the center of the interval, indicate a flux rope with an axis lying roughly in the ecliptic298

plane and perpendicular to the solar wind flow. The next structure, III, is bounded299

on either side by magnetic disconnection events indicated by heat flux drop out. Both300

before and after the structure, the magnetic field is entirely disconnected from the Sun.301

The switch in direction of the electron heat flux (in the middle of event IV near 15 UT)302

indicates the crossing of the Heliospheric Current Sheet (HCS), to field lines that connect303

to opposite sides of the streamer back at the Sun. The disconnections and rapidly varying304

heat flux signatures, along with the discontinuous magnetic field jumps, are evidence of305

solar magnetic reconnection and a concomitant change in topology back in the corona as306

being responsible for the generation of these structures.307

3.3. Implications for slow wind models

The major conclusion from our study is that the slow solar wind exhibits a quasi-308

periodic variability with a time scale of ∼90 minutes, with a repeatable, systematic,309

elemental abundance signature. Further, on this time scale, the wind speed shows no310

correlation with the repeatable charge state or elemental abundance signatures. This311

result has far-reaching implications for understanding slow wind origin. First, it rules312
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out all quasi-steady models such as the expansion factor. In the quasi-steady models the313

solar wind plasma properties in any flux tube are set by the geometry of the flux tube314

in the corona, which determines the heating and momentum deposition along that flux315

tube. In such a model the charge state and velocity are inevitably tightly correlated: the316

heating determines the plasma pressure, which determines the velocity, and these together317

determine the charge states. The quasi-steady model, therefore, is excellent at reproducing318

the time-averaged correlations observed between velocity and composition, but our results319

show that on the fundamental time scale of the slow wind variability, the velocity, charge320

state, and composition are uncorrelated. We find a broad range of freeze-in temperatures321

and composition for the same wind velocity, in complete contradiction to what a quasi-322

steady model would predict. In principle, our observations are consistent with a constant323

solar wind whose properties are set by the expansion factor model, provided that magnetic324

reconnection adds transients to that solar wind. However, if the transients themselves form325

elemental building blocks of the slow solar wind, as we argue here, it obviates the need326

for an additional heating and release mechanism.327

The lack of correlation between wind speed and charge state is also difficult to reconcile328

with the interchange model. Although this model is inherently dynamic, the interchange329

reconnection required for the open flux to diffuse throughout the closed field region must330

be so rapid that the evolution can be considered as statistically quasi-steady. In fact, this331

reasoning has been used to derive an inverse correlation between coronal temperature and332

wind speed Vsw, V 2 ∝ 1/Te [Fisk et al., 2003]. Since Te is related directly to the charge333
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state, this result implies that the velocity and charge state should be correlated, which334

again is contrary to what we observe.335

The 90-minute quasi-periodicity and the magnetic field variations that we observed336

for the slow wind structures provide further compelling evidence against the expansion337

factor and interchange models. It is evident from Figure 1 that magnetic variations are an338

integral feature of the slow wind structure. While magnetic topology changes are obviously339

counter to the expansion factor model, they also contradict the interchange model. This340

model would predict that the magnetic variability is due only to interchange reconnection,341

without evidence of the disconnections or bi-connected flux ropes that are clearly present342

in our data. The topological variations that we observe are most easily understood as343

due to magnetic reconnection between open flux at the HCS, creating disconnections,344

and between expanding closed flux, creating bi-connected flux ropes. The recent remote345

observations of quasi-periodic structures in streamer stalks close to the Sun [Viall and346

Vourlidas , 2015], as well as the tracking of streamer blobs out to 1 AU [Rouillard et al.,347

2010a, b], provide further evidence for this type of reconnection-driven evolution.348

From the discussion above, we conclude that the slow wind is due to the periodic release349

of closed field plasma at the streamer boundary and the elemental variability of the slow350

wind is best understood in terms of an S-Web type model. While our observations do351

not necessarily preclude wave heating of the solar wind or the expansion factor model352

for solar wind, they do show that magnetic reconnection is a fundamental part of the353

release of slow solar wind plasma. Consequently, the S-Web is the most likely model for354

explaining all the features of this event, in particular the presence of both disconnected355
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flux and flux tubes connected at both ends back to the Sun. In the event shown in Viall356

et al. [2009a], the compositional signatures were such that the alphas were in anti-phase,357

whereas here the alphas are shifted. This implies that the details of compositional changes358

and plasma release are likely to vary from event to event, as expected with the S-Web.359

Regardless of the details, during an interval of periodic density structures compositional360

changes exist that are consistent with formation back at the sun. It is intriguing to note361

that a 90-minute time scale at 1 AU corresponds roughly to a size scale of supergranule362

back at the Sun when accounting for expansion [Borovsky , 2008], so it may be that the363

observed quasi-periodic structures are due to the driving of the open-closed boundary by364

the quasi-regular supergranular convection. Our results provide compelling evidence that365

the slow wind is inherently dynamic, and that the dynamics are not due to turbulence366

developing in situ but to some magnetically driven process occurring at the wind source.367

Our results, therefore, have laid the groundwork for a host of future observational studies368

and have set severe new constraints on any future modeling of the slow solar wind.369
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Figure1_v4.pdf

Figure 1. In situ observations of the periodic density structures (labeled I-V) observed by the

ACE and Wind spacecraft near 1 AU on June 15, 1999. Plotted are a) 272 eV electron pitch

angles from ACE SWEPAM; b) ACE solar wind velocity, |Vx|; c) ACE magnetic field observations

in RTN coordinates; d) Proton number density from ACE and Wind; e) Helium number density

from ACE and Wind; f) Oxygen (×1 × 10−3) and Carbon (×2 × 10−3) number densities and

C/O ratio; g) the C6+/C5+ ratio measured by ACE SWICS. Ratio values of 4 are equivalent

to 100% C6+, within the resolution of the measurements. Error bars shown for ACE SWICS

data in panels (f) and (g) represent the statistical uncertainty and are on average less than 10%

for the abundances and ∼30% for the charge state ratio. Data with relative errors greater than

50% have been neglected in the analysis. Horizontal lines show inferred coronal temperature Te.

Black bars at the top of the figure indicate times of magnetic disconnection from the sun, as

inferred by the electron heat flux data.
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New_Fig_2_combined.pdf

Figure 2. a) Measurements of the AHe abundance ratios for this event plotted compared

to the statistical result of Kasper et al. [2007]. AHe for each structure is color coded. The

average of the observations is shown with a black diamond near v = 330 and AHe=1.5, and lies

very close the the empirical relationship, while the 12-minute resolution data span the full range

of measured values. The linear trend is for solar minimum conditions. Figure adapted from

Kasper et al. [2007]. b) The observed He density measured by ACE SWICS shows an inverse

relationship with the inferred coronal electron temperature, Te, calculated from the measured

C6+/C5+ charge state ratio, and spans a range that includes both ‘fast’ and ‘slow’ solar wind,

despite the constant solar wind observed for this event. The grey data point at lower left was

measured near the center of the flux rope of structure II.
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